
MicroRNAs (mi RNAs) are a class of non-coding RNA 
molecules that play a central part in cell differentiation, 
proliferation and survival by binding to complemen‑
tary target mRNAs, resulting in mRNA translational 
inhibition or degradation1. The first miRNA was iden‑
tified in 1993 as a small RNA transcribed from the 
Caenorhabditis elegans lin‑4 locus2, and 7 years later  
the first mammalian miRNA, let‑7, was discovered3. 
These two key events led to a series of genomic inves‑
tigations that revealed extensive transcription of many 
mi RNAs and other non‑coding RNAs1–5.

The functional validation of these transcripts has ena‑
bled a better understanding of cellular and developmental 
biology and of various diseases at the molecular level1,5–11. 
For example, loss of lin‑4 or let‑7 in C. elegans results in 
severe developmental defects, including aberrant cell fate 
specifications, indicating that mi RNAs are key players in 
development2,3,12. The initial concept of mi RNAs as devel‑
opmental regulators has now substantially expanded, 
and mi RNAs are found to be dysregulated in numerous 
diseases, including cancer, hepatitis and cardiovascular 
diseases1,5,8,10. mi RNAs are frequently altered in disease 
owing to genomic events, such as mutations, deletion 
amplification or transcriptional changes, or to biogen‑
esis defects due to mutations or the downregulation of 
enzymes that regulate miRNA biogenesis1,10,13,14 (FIG. 1).

In humans, the biogenesis of mi RNAs involves tightly 
regulated pathways involving four key enzymes — 
Drosha, exportin 5, Dicer and argonaute 2 (AGO2)1,13 — 
which are described in detail in FIG. 1. Mutations in genes 
encoding biogenesis pathway‑related enzymes such as 
Dicer, Drosha, exportin 1 and AGO2 occur in numerous 
cancer types, including neuroblastoma, ovarian cancer 
and Wilms tumours10,14–18.

The ability of carefully selected mi RNAs to target mul‑
tiple mRNAs that are altered in disease conditions makes 
these molecules interesting candidates as therapeutics (in 
the form of miRNA mimics) or as targets of therapeutics 
(in the form of antimiRs)8,10,19,20 (BOX 1; TABLE 1). In paral‑
lel, advances in technologies to deliver RNA molecules 
(BOX 2) in vivo have made miRNA‑based therapeutics 
feasible. These constructs have various modifications 
in their RNA backbone to provide higher stability and 
protection from nucleases (BOX 1; FIG. 2).

In initial studies, naked miRNA mimics, or miRNA 
mimics encoded in viral vectors, were injected either 
systemically or locally at target tissue sites. However, 
owing to pharmacological challenges such as degrada‑
tion in the bloodstream and poor delivery to the target 
site of systemically delivered miRNA mimics, as well 
as the clinical difficulties associated with local delivery, 
the initial studies resulted in little success in moving 
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Non-coding RNA
Naturally transcribed RNA 
molecule that does not encode 
any protein. Family members 
include microRNAs and long 
non-coding RNAs.

miRNA mimics
(MicroRNA mimics). 
Synthetically derived small 
RNA molecule duplexes, which, 
upon introduction into the 
cells, behave similarly to 
endogenous miRNAs.
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Abstract | In just over two decades since the discovery of the first microRNA (miRNA), the field of 
miRNA biology has expanded considerably. Insights into the roles of mi RNAs in development 
and disease, particularly in cancer, have made mi RNAs attractive tools and targets for novel 
therapeutic approaches. Functional studies have confirmed that miRNA dysregulation is causal in 
many cases of cancer, with mi RNAs acting as tumour suppressors or oncogenes (oncomiRs), and 
miRNA mimics and molecules targeted at mi RNAs (antimiRs) have shown promise in preclinical 
development. Several miRNA-targeted therapeutics have reached clinical development, 
including a mimic of the tumour suppressor miRNA miR-34, which reached phase I clinical trials 
for treating cancer, and antimiRs targeted at miR-122, which reached phase II trials for treating 
hepatitis. In this article, we describe recent advances in our understanding of mi RNAs in cancer 
and in other diseases and provide an overview of current miRNA therapeutics in the clinic.  
We also discuss the challenge of identifying the most efficacious therapeutic candidates and 
provide a perspective on achieving safe and targeted delivery of miRNA therapeutics.
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AntimiRs
Also called microRNA (miRNA) 
inhibitors, antimiRs are small, 
synthetically derived 
molecules, which have 
sequence complementary to 
target mature miRNAs. They 
are known to sequester target 
mi RNAs and are used to 
suppress miRNA function.

Figure 1 | miRNA biogenesis. Overview of microRNA (miRNA) biogenesis, highlighting key mutations and deregulated 
factors that play a part in diseases related to alterations in mi RNAs. mi RNAs are produced in a tightly regulated pathway 
that is conserved across species1,13. The biogenesis of miRNA begins with their transcription by RNA polymerase II (Pol II). 
The majority of genes encoding mi RNAs are located in intronic regions and contain their own promoter regions. Following 
RNA Pol II-mediated transcription of long primary transcripts, the first of two enzymatic cleavages that produce mature 
mi RNAs commences. Drosha, a type III RNase, along with the cofactor protein DGCR8, binds to the primary miRNA 
(pri-mi RNA) transcript. Two RNase domains that are present in Drosha mediate the cleavage of the 3ʹ and 5ʹ strands of 
pri-miRNAs to generate pre-miRNA. Next, the exportin 5–RAN•GTP complex mediates the movement of pre-mi RNAs from 
the nucleus into the cytosol. There, the RNase III Dicer and TAR RNA binding protein (TRBP) bind to the pre-mi RNAs and 
cleave the terminal loop, resulting in a miRNA duplex. In the next step, the miRNA duplex is incorporated into the 
RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). Processing of the miRNA duplex is mediated by the argonaute (AGO) family of 
proteins, in conjunction with several cofactors such as PACT (also known as PRKRA). Following unwinding and strand 
selection, the mature miRNA is capable of target recognition. Binding of the mature miRNA to RISC leads to the targeting 
of mRNAs with complementary sites and results in translational repression or mRNA degradation. Mutations in genes 
encoding biogenesis pathway-related enzymes such as Dicer, Drosha, exportin 1 and AGO2 have been reported in 
numerous cancer types, including neuroblastoma, ovarian cancer and Wilms tumours, as highlighted in the figure10,14–18. 
CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukaemia; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; KDM, lysine-specific demethylase;  
KSRP, KH-type splicing regulatory protein; UTR, untranslated region. 
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these approaches into the clinic20–22. Advances in RNA 
chemistry (BOX 1) and delivery technologies, includ‑
ing nanoparticle systems (BOX 2), have now enabled 
the first miRNA‑based agents to move into the clinic  
(FIG. 2; TABLES 1,2).

In this Review, we discuss the recent discoveries 
related to miRNA alterations in cancer, cardiovascular 
diseases, hepatitis, atherosclerosis, diabetes and sclero‑
derma. Furthermore, we describe obstacles and advances 
in the development of miRNA therapeutics, provide an 
overview of clinical trials involving miRNA mimics and 
antimiRs, and discuss the future of such therapies.

The role of mi RNAs in cancer
There is considerable evidence to indicate that mi RNAs 
and their biogenesis machinery are involved in the devel‑
opment of cancer. Here, we discuss some prominent 
examples.

Dysregulation of miRNA biogenesis enzymes
The miRNA biogenesis proteins Drosha and Dicer are 
downregulated in several cancer types and this downregu‑
lation has been associated with poor patient outcomes23–29. 
DROSHA expression is regulated by potentially oncogenic 
transcription factors such as MYC25 or the RNA‑specific 

Box 1 | Chemical modifications of miRNA-based therapeutics

MicroRNA (miRNA)-based therapeutics can be divided into miRNA mimics and inhibitors of mi RNAs (also known as 
antimiRs). miRNA mimics are synthetic double-stranded small RNA molecules that match the corresponding miRNA 
sequence and therefore functionally aim to replenish the lost miRNA expression in diseases. By contrast, antimiRs are 
single stranded and based on first-generation antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs), which had been designed to target 
mRNAs, or modified with locked nucleic acids (LNAs). AntimiRs with a 2ʹ-O-methoxyethyl modification are also called 
antagomiRs. These synthetic small RNA molecules have a complementary sequence to the miRNA to be inhibited and 
block the function of the corresponding miRNA by binding to it strongly. Over the years, significant improvements in 
binding affinity, stability and target modulation effects of miRNA mimics and antimiRs have been achieved through 
chemical modifications to the nucleotide backbone.

One of the challenges for RNA-based therapeutic strategies (including single- or double-stranded oligonucleotides) 
is the potential for degradation of oligonucleotides by RNases in serum or in the endocytic compartment of cells.  
To avert the issue of degradation inside cells, two different yet converging strategies have been investigated. One is to 
alter oligonucleotide chemistry by modifying the nucleotides or the RNA backbone through methylation or LNAs,  
or by adding phosphorothioate-like groups. A second strategy is to develop delivery vehicles to encapsulate RNAs for 
protection and allow endosomal escape (BOX 2; FIG. 2). Currently available commercial miRNA mimics are often 
modified by methylation of the passenger strand for increased stability, and antimiRs are modified using LNA chemistry. 
However, most of the effort towards developing chemically modified miRNA therapeutics is dedicated to the 
development of antimiRs.

ASOs 
First-generation ASOs were modified by replacing the non-bridging oxygen in the phosphate group with sulfur, thereby 
generating phosphorothioate nucleotides. This modification increases the stability of ASOs inside cells (by making 
internucleotide linkages resistant to nucleases degradation) while retaining sufficient RNase H activation for mRNA 
target cleavage and function in suppressing target gene expression. Additional modifications of ASOs that have been 
tested include the addition of methyl groups at different locations in the RNA backbone. The addition of a 2ʹ–O-methyl 
group to phosphorothioate nucleotides resulted in increased binding affinity to target mRNA, significant nuclease 
resistance and higher in vivo stability168. A 2ʹ-O-methoxyethyl modification also improved nuclease resistance and 
binding affinity168. Based on this second-generation chemistry, several ASOs have moved to various phases of clinical 
trials, including a commercialized ASO to treat patients with homozygous familial hypercholesterolaemia (Mipomersen, 
an ASO against mRNA of apolipoprotein B developed by Ionis Pharmaceuticals).

AntimiRs
AntimiRs are structurally similar to ASOs. AntimiRs are designed to bind directly to the mature strand of the targeted 
miRNA and thus to induce a functional blockade. Recent studies have investigated different types of modifications of 
antimiRs that had previously been developed for ASOs. For example, an antimiR with a 2ʹ-O-methoxyethyl modification 
against miR-122 resulted in improved target modulation compared with unmodified antimiRs169. Furthermore, 
LNA-modified antimiRs have significantly advanced the oligonucleotide chemistry field. LNA-modified antimiRs are 
chemically locked by a bridge that connects the 2ʹ-oxygen and 4ʹ-carbon in a ribonucleotide, mimicking C3ʹ-endo 
conformation. To enhance the efficacy of miRNA targeting, repeated patterns of two deoxyribonucleotides, followed by 
one locked ribonucleotide (called LNA mixmers) have been designed, and these mixmers showed promising results 
in vivo in mouse models of cancer, cardiac disease and diabetes, and in non-human primates124,125.

Recently, our laboratory reported a peptide backbone modification of nucleic acids that is designed to improve 
tumour delivery85,119. We reported the use of a pH low insertion peptide (pHLIP)-modified antimiR to inhibit the 
oncomiR miR-155 in lymphoma119. The peptide antisense nucleotide (containing intramolecular amide linking 
nucleotides) against miR-155 was modified by the addition of pHLIP using a disulfide bond. These conjugated peptide 
nucleic acids enter cancer cells in vivo by taking advantage of the low pH in the tumour microenvironment via a 
non-endosomal route. Under low-pH conditions, such as in the tumour microenvironment, a pH-dependent 
conformational change, driven by the protonation of aspartic acid residues in the pHLIP, results in the insertion of its 
carboxyl terminus in the cell membrane to form a transmembrane α-helix170. Upon insertion into cells, the release of 
cargo (such as antimiR-155 present on the carboxyl terminus) is facilitated by the cleavage of the disulfide bond in 
the cytosol119,170.
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deaminase ADARB1, leading to decreased primary 
miRNA (pri‑miRNA processing26. Recently, Drosha was 
also reported to be downregulated in response to tumour 
hypoxia, and this process was mediated by the direct bind‑
ing of the hypoxia‑responsive transcription factors ETS1 
and ELK1 to the promoter of DROSHA.

The mechanisms of Dicer downregulation in cancer 
are highly diverse. For example, Dicer down regulation 
can be due to the downregulation or loss of the tran‑
scription factor TAp63, which is a frequent occurrence 
in cancer. TAp63 normally activates DICER expression 
by directly binding to its promoter30. Dicer can also be 

Table 1 | Selected mi RNAs in cancer and other diseases and their therapeutic manipulation in preclinical models

miRNAs Diseases Important mRNA targets Preclinical models In vivo delivery systems

miRNAs with tumour suppressive function (miRNA mimics as therapeutics)

let-7 
family

• Solid tumours (e.g. breast, colon, 
ovarian, lung, liver and glioma)

• B cell lymphoma

MYC, BCLXL, pan-RAS, EZH2, 
HMGA2, FAS, P21, PGRMC1 
and DICER1

• Lung cancer (orthotopic)107

• KrasG12D GEM109
Neutral lipid emulsions

miR-34a • Solid tumours (e.g. lung, liver, colon, 
brain, prostate, pancreatic, bladder 
and cervical)

• Myeloma
• B cell lymphoma

BCL2, MET, MYC, CDK6, 
CD44, SRC, E2F1, JAG1, 
FOXP1, PDGFRA, PDL1 and 
SIRT1

• Lung cancer (xenograft and 
orthotopic)107

• KrasG12D GEM109

• Pancreatic cancer 
(orthotopic)108

• Prostate cancer (orthotopic)37

•  Lipid nanoparticles
• Neutral lipid emulsions

• miR-143
• miR-145

• Solid tumours (e.g. bladder, lung, 
breast, colon, pancreas, cervical, and 
head and neck)

• Lymphoid leukaemia

KRAS, ERK5, VEGF, NFKB1, 
MYC, MMPs, PLK1, CDH2 and 
EGFR

• Colon cancer (orthotopic)190

• Pancreatic cancer 
(orthotopic)191

Liposomes, PEI 

miR-200 
family

Solid tumours (e.g. breast, ovarian and 
lung)

ZEB1, ZEB2, BMI1, SUZ12, 
JAG1, SOX2, SP1, CDH1 and 
KRAS

• Lung cancer (orthotopic)61,111

• Ovarian cancer (orthotopic)61

• Breast cancer (orthotopic)61

• Liposomes
• DOPC neutral lipid 

system

OncomiRs (antimiRs as therapeutic agents)

miR-10b Solid tumours (e.g. breast and glioma) NF1, CDH1, E2F1, PIK3CA, 
ZEB1 and HOXD10

• Glioblastoma (orthotopic)116

• Breast cancer (orthotopic)101
Locked nucleic acid 
antimiRs

miR-155 • Solid tumours (e.g. liver, lung, kidney, 
glioma and pancreas)

• B cell lymphoma
• Lymphoid leukaemia

SHIP, SPI1, HDAC4, RHOA, 
SOCS1, BCL2, JMJD1A, 
SOX6, SMAD2, SMAD5 and 
TP53INP1

Lymphoma miR-155 
overexpressing GEM185, 119

pHLIP-conjugated antimiR

• miR-221
• miR-222

Solid tumours (e.g. liver, pancreas and 
lung)

CDKN1B, CDKN1C, BMF, RB1, 
WEE1, APAF1, ANXA1 and 
CTCF

Liver cancer (HCC xenograft)118 Cholesterol-conjugated 
antimiR

Other

miR-122 HCV infection and related liver 
diseases

HCV 5′ site, CAT1, CD320, 
ALDOA and PPARB

HCV mouse model124,128 Phosphorothioate 
DNA–locked nucleic acid 
antimiR

miR-33 Atherosclerosis SREBF2, ABCA1, CROT, 
CPT1A, HADHB and PRKAA1

HFD mouse143,144 • 2′-F or MOE 
phosphorothioate DNA 
antimiR

• Locked nucleic acid 
antimiR

miR-208 • Cardiac disease
• Cardiac stress
• Myocardial infarction

MED13, SOX6 and MYH7B Dahl hypertensive rat139 Locked nucleic acid 
antimiR

miR-21 • Kidney fibrosis
• Cardiac fibrosis

PTEN, PDCD4, SMAD7, SPRY 
and PPAR

• Pressure overload model of 
heart disease130

• Kidney injury mouse model131

Locked nucleic acid 
antimiR

miR-192 Diabetes-related kidney complications Type I collagens, ZEB1 and 
ZEB2

Streptozotocin-induced type 1 
diabetes mouse192

Locked nucleic acid 
miRNA mimic

miR-29c Diabetes-related kidney complications HDAC4 and MMPs db/db mouse193 Naked antagomiRs

• miR-103
• miR-107

Diabetes CAV1 • ob/ob mouse156

• HFD mouse
Locked nucleic acid 
antimiR

miR-15 Myocardial infarction CHEK1 Ischaemia–reperfusion injury 
mouse194

Locked nucleic acid 
antimiR

2′-F, 2′-fluoro; db/db, spontaneous diabetes due to a mutation in the leptin receptor gene; ob/ob, spontaneous diabetes due to a mutation in the leptin gene; DOPC, 1,2 
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3 phosphatidylcholine; GEM, genetically engineered mouse; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; HCV, hepatitis C virus; HFD, high-fat diet; PEI, 
polyethylenamine; miRNA, miR, microRNA; MMPs, matrix metalloproteinases; MOE, 2′-O-methoxyethyl; pHLIP, pH low insertion peptide. 
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downregulated through direct targeting of the DICER 
3ʹ untranslated region (UTR) by mi RNAs such as 
miR‑103/107 (REF. 31), let‑7 (REF. 32) and miR‑630 (REF. 33). 
Interestingly, tumour hypoxia further influences these 
effects. Downregulation of DICER expression by 
epigenetic mechanisms, which are mediated by the 
hypoxia‑induced inhibition of the oxygen‑ dependent 
trimethylated histone H3 lysine  27 (H3K27me3) 
demethylases KDM6A and KDM6B34, is one such event.

The miRNA biogenesis protein AGO2 can be inhib‑
ited in cancer by epidermal growth factor receptor 
(EGFR)‑dependent phosphorylation35. Breast cancer 
cells exposed to hypoxia have an increased association 
between EGFR and AGO2, leading to the phosphoryla‑
tion of AGO2 at the Y393 residue. This process results in 
decreased AGO2 binding to Dicer, functionally resulting 
in increased cancer cell survival and invasiveness.

Moreover, mutations in the gene encoding exportin 5  
have a key role in decreasing the cytosolic export of 
mi RNAs in cancer. This effect results in the increased 
expression of oncogenes such as EZH2 and MYC owing 
to the release of the suppressive effects of mi RNAs on 
their expression18.

In addition to the direct deregulation of miRNA 
biogenesis, the DNA damage response in cancer cells 
can lead to increased processing of selected sets of mi R‑
NAs. This effect is due to the ATM kinase‑dependent 
phosphorylation of KH‑type splicing regulatory protein 
(KSRP)36, which results in the binding of KSRP to pri‑
mi RNAs and their subsequent preferential processing. 
The functional effects of such preferential processing 
remain unclear. However, we speculate, based on the 
downregulation of KSRP in cancers, that a decrease in 
such preferential processing may increase tumorigenesis 
due to the loss of tumour suppressor mi RNAs.

Dysregulation of tumour-suppressive mi RNAs 
The miR‑34 family of mi RNAs. Among the mi RNAs 
dysregulated in cancer, the miR‑34 family has received 
substantial attention, with three members, miR‑34a, 
miR‑34b and miR‑34c, downregulated in lung, breast 
and many other cancers37–40. All three family mem‑
bers are transcriptionally regulated by the tumour sup‑
pressor p53 during the DNA damage response, and 
p53 and the DNA damage response are often altered in 
cancer cells39,41–43. miR‑34a, one of the best‑studied 
members of the family, plays a part in p53‑mediated 
apoptosis upon DNA damage by directly targeting the 
anti‑apoptotic protein sirtuin 1 (SIRT1)40. The tumour 
suppressive role of miR‑34 is also evidenced by its target 
mRNA network, affecting the expression of cell cycle 
proteins such as cyclin‑dependent kinase 4 (CDK4) 
and CDK6, anti‑apoptotic proteins such as BCL‑2 and 
metastasis‑related proteins such as MET, Notch, MYC 
and AXL44.

In recent years, studies have demonstrated the role 
of programmed cell death protein 1 (PD1) and PD1 
ligand 1 (PDL1) in immune invasion by cancer cells45. 
Increased expression and interaction of PD1 and PDL1 
have a significant negative role in disease progression. 
In acute myeloid leukaemia (AML)46 and non‑small‑cell 

lung cancer (NSCLC)47 cell lines, miR‑34 downregulates 
the expression of PDL1, indicating an alternative path‑
way by which p53 modulates immune evasion in cancer. 
The authors further showed a tight inverse correlation 
between miR‑34 and PDL1 expression47.

Given the large pool of oncogenic mRNAs that are 
downregulated by miR‑34, much attention has focused 
on therapeutics designed to replenish miR‑34, which 
have progressed into clinical trials19 (see below).

The let‑7 family of mi RNAs. Several studies have 
demonstrated that loss of let‑7 has a causative role in 
various cancers7,12,32,48–52. In humans, the let‑7 family 
includes ten isoforms that target a wide range of mRNAs 
encoding oncogenes7. These oncogenes include KRAS, a 
proto‑oncogene that is often activated in cancer53. The 
biogenesis of let‑7 is controlled by mechanisms such 
as direct targeting of pre‑let‑7 by the miRNA‑binding 
protein LIN28 (REF. 54) or by methylation of the pro‑
moter region of the let‑7 gene, mediated by the methyl‑
transferase DNMT1 (REF. 50). Loss of let‑7 in cancer 
cells results in accelerated tumour progression owing to 
perturbations of signalling networks involving the RAS 
family of proteins53. A negative feedback loop in which 
let‑7a targets the 3ʹ UTR of DICER has been reported in 
NSCLC32; however, the functional implications are not 
fully elucidated. In breast cancers, let‑7 regulates cancer 
stem cell self‑renewal and differentiation by downreg‑
ulating the expression of HRAS and the transcriptional 
cofactor HMGA2, respectively48. These data suggest that 
therapeutic strategies to replenish let‑7 may be of use in 
cancers in which let‑7 is lost or downregulated.

The miR‑200 family of mi RNAs. Another important 
set of mi RNAs that is downregulated in cancer is the 
miR‑200 family, which modulates the expression of 
proteins involved in tumour metastasis and angio‑
genesis. The human miR‑200 family consists of two 
groups, miR‑200a/b/429 and miR‑200c/141, located 
on chromosome 1 and chromosome 12, respectively55. 
Despite the difference in chromosomal locations and 
different expression patterns between the two groups, 
their targets and biological functions overlap substan‑
tially, mainly involving factors that play a part in epi‑
thelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT). The EMT 
programme in cancer cells has been associated with 
increased cancer metastasis because the change in phe‑
notype from epithelial to mesenchymal allows cancer 
cells to become invasive56. miR‑200 directly down‑
regulates the transcriptional inhibitor zinc‑finger  
E‑box‑binding homeobox 1 (ZEB1), a known transcrip‑
tional repressor of cytoskeletal rearrangement protein 
E‑cadherin (also known as CDH1), thereby promot‑
ing EMT during cancer metastasis55,57,58. In addition 
to miR‑200 directly targeting ZEB1 mRNA, a negative 
feedback loop regulating miR‑200 expression was iden‑
tified, whereby ZEB1 binds to the promoter of mir‑200, 
resulting in reduced mir‑200 expression59. Another factor 
that downregulates mir‑200 expression is transforming 
growth factor β1 (TGFβ1)60, a cytokine that also pro‑
motes EMT. In addition to the role of miR‑200 in EMT, 
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Box 2 | Delivery systems for miRNA therapeutics

Enhancing the stability of microRNA (miRNA) mimics under in vivo conditions using chemical modifications has 
limitations, and one such limitation is the loss of mRNA silencing ability. This loss of efficiency is due to loading of the 
miRNA into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). This limitation has led to the development of alternative 
approaches to increase the efficacy of in vivo delivery, such as encapsulating the miRNA mimic into nanoparticles. 
Considering the similarity between miRNA mimics and small interfering RNA (siRNA) structure and functions (both are 
double-stranded small RNA molecules), knowledge gained from the development of siRNA delivery methods, some of 
which are now in late-stage clinical trials, can inform the development of delivery methods for miRNA therapeutics.

Viral vectors 
Adenoviral vectors that encode small RNA molecules of interest have been constructed; however, it remains challenging 
to bring this method to the clinic owing to safety issues22.

Poly(lactide-co-glycolide) particles
Poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) is a polymer that is widely used for the delivery of small RNAs in vivo. PLGA has low 
toxicity owing to its neutral charge, and the delivery rate of RNA molecules can be controlled by altering the composition 
of the PLGA particles171,172. PLGA has been used in the clinic for biodegradable sutures, and it has a high safety profile. 
However, limitations include the low rates of siRNA or miRNA loading. One study used a double-emulsion technique 
combining amphiphilic cationic lipid BHEM-cholesterol and PLGA particles, which was shown to increase the siRNA 
incorporation efficiency173.

Neutral lipid emulsions 
Among the lipid-based delivery systems, neutral lipid emulsions (NLEs) constitute a significant proportion of tested 
vehicles. NLEs consist of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), squalene oil, polysorbate 20 and an 
antioxidant. NLEs are neutral charge nanoparticles with low toxicity107 but have limitations with regard to the efficiency 
of delivery to tumour sites.

Neutral liposome 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine 
DOPC-based nanoparticles have been widely used in the preclinical setting for the delivery of siRNAs68,69,174 and have 
advanced to phase I trials for siRNA-based approaches: for example, siEphA2 by the University of Texas MD Anderson 
Cancer Center, USA (clinicaltrials.gov identifier: NCT01591356). These nanoparticles have been tested in preclinical 
studies to deliver miRNA mimics33,61,65,175.

EnGeneIC Delivery Vehicle nanocells 
EnGeneIC Delivery Vehicle (EDV) nanocells (also called TargomiRs) are bacterium-derived 400 nm particles that had 
previously been shown to have the capacity to deliver chemotherapeutic agents and have been modified with 
surface-conjugated antibodies to enable specific targeting of disease sites176,177. EDV nanocells coated with epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGFR)-specific antibodies are currently in a phase I trial for the delivery of miR-16 mimics 
(clinicaltrials.gov identifier: NCT02369198).

Synthetic polyethylenimine 
Polyethylenimine (PEI) is one of the early-generation polymers studied for nucleic acid delivery178. Upon forming a 
complex with nucleic acids, PEI retains a small positive charge, which allows it to adhere to the negatively charged cell 
membrane and undergo endocytosis. in vivo-jetPEI is a commercially available delivery system comprising PEI particles 
that is currently being tested in preclinical development for delivery of siRNAs and mi RNAs178.

Dendrimers
Dendrimers consist of poly(amidoamine)- or poly(propylenimine)-conjugated nucleic acids. These molecules have shown 
a high efficiency in delivering nucleic acids such as siRNAs in mouse studies; however, owing to their cationic charge, 
they are often associated with toxicity179.

Cyclodextrin 
This glucose polymer has been widely used in medical formulations180. The first clinical trial of an siRNA therapeutic used 
cyclodextrin-based delivery. Significant mRNA target engagement was shown; however, the trial was terminated owing 
to dose-limiting toxicity181.

Poly(ethylene glycol) 
One of the most advanced siRNA delivery systems currently in clinical trials is based on poly(ethylene) (PEG)–siRNA 
conjugates, in which nucleic acids are conjugated to PEG via a disulfide linkage182. These particles showed superior 
gene-silencing efficacy compared with the PEI system. These conjugates were further modified by linkage to 
cyclodextrin, and the resulting molecules were used in the first clinical trial involving siRNAs181.

Chitosan 
Chitosan is a cationic polymer derived from chitin (a naturally occurring polysaccharide composed of glucosamine and 
N-acetylglucosamine residues) and has been extensively used for the delivery of siRNAs in preclinical studies183. Owing 
to their biodegradability and low cellular toxicity, chitosan–nucleic acid conjugates provide an attractive platform for 
delivering mi RNAs.

N-acetyl-D-galactosamine
siRNAs or miRNA mimics can be conjugated to N-acetyl-D-galactosamine (GalNAc), which leads to their uptake into cells 
by clathrin-mediated endocytosis. GalNAc–siRNA conjugates, such as ALN-PCSsc (Alnylam Pharmaceuticals), and 
GalNAc–miRNA conjugates, such as RG-101 (Regulus), are currently being evaluated in phase I and phase II trials.  
An advantage of GalNAc conjugates is that they can be delivered without the need of additional delivery carrier 
molecules such as lipids184. GalNAc–siRNA conjugates efficiently accumulate in the liver owing to their high affinity for the 
asialoglycoprotein receptor. However, this modification limits the use of GalNAc chemistry beyond hepatocytes related 
altered gene diseases. Some of the current clinical trials with siRNA formulations containing GalNAc are highlighted in 
Supplementary information S1 (table).
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it has a role in angiogenesis: loss of miR‑200 results in 
an increased expression of its targets interleukin‑8 and 
C‑X‑C motif chemokine 1 (CXCL1) in cancer‑ associated 
endothelial cells, both of which are chemokines that  
promote angiogenesis61.

miR‑15/16. The chromosomal locus 13q14.3 is often 
deleted in chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL), and 
within this region lies the tumour suppressor miRNA 
cluster miR‑15/16 (REF. 62). A causative relationship 
between miR‑15/16 loss and CLL development was 
demonstrated in a mouse model63. Deletion of the 13q14 
minimally deleted region, comprising the miR‑15/16 
miRNA coding gene63, resulted in the development of 
an autonomous lymphoproliferative disorder in mice, a 
condition that is similar to CLL in humans63. Apart from 
CLL, the miR‑15/16 cluster is reported to be downreg‑
ulated in solid tumours such as bladder cancer, colon 
cancer and melanoma62. Prime targets of miR‑15/16 
include proteins such as BCL‑2, CDC2 (also known 
as CDK1), ETS1 and JUN, all of which are involved in  
cancer progression62.

miR‑506. In ovarian cancer, an integrated network analy‑
sis of potential mRNA target expression revealed miR‑506 
as one of the mi RNAs that is significantly downregulated 
in tumours compared with normal ovarian tissues64. 
Moreover, the downregulation of miR‑506 promotes 
metastasis64. Studies have discovered a large number 
of mRNAs that are targets for miR‑506. These mRNAs 
include those that encode proteins that are involved 
in the DNA damage response (for example, RAD51, a 
protein involved in double‑stranded DNA repair)65, 
cellular senescence (for example, CDK4 and CDK6, 
proteins that regulate the cell cycle)66 and meta stasis 
(for example, SNAI2, a transcription factor inhibiting  
EMT signalling)64.

miR‑520. In breast and ovarian cancers, miR‑520 is down‑
regulated and appears to act as a tumour suppressor67,68. 
In breast cancer, miR‑520 downregulates the expression 
of TGFBR2, which encodes a TGF signalling receptor 
protein that can promote metastasis67. Another direct 
target of miR‑520 is ephrin type B receptor 2 (EphB2)68. 
Ephrin signalling in ovarian cancer results in pro‑onco‑
genic changes that lead to increased tumour growth69, 
and suppression of ephrin signalling by miR‑520 results 
in significant tumour reduction in mouse models of  
ovarian cancers68.

Dysregulation of mi RNAs with oncogenic function
miR‑21. Numerous cancer studies have shown that 
miR‑21 has an anti‑apoptotic role and is significantly 
upregulated in tumours compared with normal tis‑
sues70–73. A role for miR‑21 as an oncogenic miRNA 
(oncomiR) in  vivo was demonstrated by using a  
doxy cycline‑inducible mir‑21LSL−Tet‑off mouse model74. 
Upon induction of miR‑21, the mice developed a malig‑
nant pre‑B cell lymphoid‑like phenotype. A parallel 
study demonstrated a pro‑tumorigenic role of miR‑21 in 
NSCLC75. In the KRASLA2 model of NSCLC, deletion of 

mir‑21 resulted in reduced tumorigenesis, whereas over‑
expression of mir‑21 in this model resulted in increased 
tumorigenesis.

An amplification of the chromosomal 17q23.2 region, 
which includes mir‑21, has been observed in breast, lung, 
hepatocellular, ovarian and prostate cancers76. A recent 
report analysing lung adenocarcinoma sequencing data 
from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) demonstrated 
that the locus containing the mir‑21 gene is amplified, 
and that amplification in this genomic region acts as 
a prognostic marker77. However, transcription factors 
have also been attributed to the increased expression of 
mir‑21 in cancer. For example, the transcription factor 
AP‑1, which is frequently upregulated in cancer, binds 
to the mir‑21 promoter78.

Other important factors involved in miR‑21 upreg‑
ulation are TGFβ1 (REF. 73) and the transcription fac‑
tor signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 
(STAT3)79. TGFβ1‑mediated stimulation of its receptor 
TGFβR1 leads to the activation of the transcription fac‑
tors SMAD2 and SMAD3, which promote the formation 
of cancer‑associated fibroblasts. SMAD7, a known inhib‑
itor of the above signalling cascade, is a direct target of 
miR‑21, and increased levels of miR‑21 in normal fibro‑
blasts were associated with transformation of these cells 
into cancer‑associated fibroblasts73. The upregulation of 
mir‑21 transcription under inflammatory conditions in 
cancer is mediated by STAT3 activation through inter‑
leukin‑6 (REF. 79). One of the predominant miR‑21 targets 
is programmed cell death protein 4 (PDCD4), a protein 
involved in apoptosis and metastasis, and its expression 
is decreased in several cancer types70,71. PDCD4 down‑
regulates the expression of p21, CDK4 and the JUN 
amino‑terminal kinase (JNK)–AP‑1 pathway proteins, 
thus affecting apoptosis, cell cycle and cancer cell inva‑
sion. Other proteins that are downregulated by miR‑21 
are reversion‑inducing cysteine‑rich protein with Kazal 
motifs (RECK), a protein that inhibits matrix metallo‑
proteinase signalling, maspin (also known as serpin 
B5), a protein with pro‑apoptotic function, and PTEN, 
a tumour suppressor involved in phosphoinositide 
3‑kinase (PI3K) signalling76.

miR‑155. Another important tumour‑promoting 
miRNA is miR‑155, which acts as a powerful oncomiR 
in lymphoma and in several types of solid tumours76,80–85. 
miR‑155 downregulates the expression of SHIP1 (also 
known as INPP5D), which encodes a modulator of 
immune responses, WEE1 G2 checkpoint kinase 
(WEE1), which encodes a cell cycle regulator that plays 
an important part during DNA damage responses, and 
many other genes involved in cell homeostasis81,82,84. 
In addition, miR‑155 downregulates the expression 
of von Hippel–Lindau tumour suppressor (VHL), a 
protein involved in the cellular response to hypoxia. 
Downregulation of VHL leads to increased angiogenesis 
and facilitates cancer cell survival86. In xenograft mouse 
models of pancreatic cancer, tumour protein p53 induc‑
ible nuclear protein 1 (TP53INP1), a protein involved 
in pro‑apoptotic responses upon p53 activation, was 
shown to be directly downregulated by miR‑155 (REF. 80). 
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Figure 2 | Summary of the key steps in the development of miRNA therapeutics. The first step in the development 
of microRNA (miRNA) therapeutics involves the systematic selection of miRNA candidates by analysing patient 
samples and then elucidating the biology and relevance of the miRNA candidates to disease using tissue culture 
and in vivo model-based validation. Currently, there are several public databases that contain genomic and proteomic 
data from various healthy and diseased tissues. Combining these data with biological validations may facilitate the 
identification of promising candidate mi RNAs. The next major challenge involves the development of chemical 
modifications and delivery systems for miRNA mimics and antimiRs for in vivo applications. One of the major issues  
for ribonucleotide-based therapeutics is degradation by nucleases and endosomal escape (escape from the  
endosomal compartment during internalization without degradation). Stability can be increased significantly 
by chemical modifications such as the addition of a 2ʹ-O-methyl group or locked nucleic acids (LNAs). In addition to 
chemical modifications to small RNA molecules, several encapsulation methods have been developed, resulting in 
improved delivery to disease sites (BOX 2). Some of the commonly used delivery systems are lipid nanoparticles such as 
neutral lipid emulsions (NLEs) or dendrimer complexes with a targeting moiety attached. Key challenges in translating 
these delivery systems into the clinic are potential immunostimulatory effects and the lack of specific targeting of 
the disease site. Once these hurdles are cleared, small RNA therapeutic candidates must undergo rigorous 
disease-specific in vivo testing using rodents and non-human primate models. Careful evaluation of toxicity data  
and target engagement is required to avoid early failures during clinical trials. DOPC, 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3- 
phosphatidylcholine; PEI, polyethylenimine; pHLIP, pH low insertion peptide. 
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mir‑155 expression is increased in cancer cells by inflam‑
mation‑induced signalling molecules such as JNK and 
nuclear factor‑κB (NF‑κB)‑like transcription factors, 
which bind to the promoter region of the mir‑155 host 
gene83, thereby linking inflammation and cancer. More 
details on the role of miR‑155 and other important mi R‑
NAs involved in tumour microenvironment interactions 
are discussed in BOX 3.

miR‑210. One of the most prominent targets of the hypoxia‑ 
responsive transcription factor hypoxia‑inducible  
factor 1α (HIF1α) is miR‑210, which was identified in an 
analysis that compared miRNA signatures of cells cul‑
tured under hypoxic conditions with cells cultured under 
normoxia conditions87. During the hypoxia response, it 
was shown that miR‑210 targets the mRNA that encodes 
the mitochondrial electron transport chain component 
protein succinate dehydrogenase complex subunit D 
(SDHD). Decreased expression of SDHD resulted in an 
increased stabilization of HIF1α and cancer cell survival88. 
miR‑210 also downregulates the hypoxia stress response 
cell death inducer mitochondrion‑associated 3 (AIFM3), 
thereby promoting survival of cancer cells89, and ephrin 
A3, a hypoxia‑responsive angiogenesis inhibitor, lead‑
ing to increased tumour angiogenesis90. The cell cycle 
regulators E2F3 and RAD52 are also downregulated by 
miR‑210, resulting in increased cell cycle G2/M transi‑
tion and an inefficient DNA damage response, leading to 
increased DNA instability during cancer growth91.

miR‑17~92 cluster. The miR‑17~92 cluster, compris‑
ing miR‑17, miR‑18a, miR‑19a, miR‑20a, miR‑19b and 
miR‑92a, is transcriptionally upregulated in several 
different malignancies92,93. This association was found 
to be due to the transcriptional upregulation of its host 
gene MIR17HG by MYC92,93. The multifaceted roles of 
the miR‑17~92 cluster have been extensively reviewed 
in REF. 92. For example, this miRNA cluster can down‑
regulate the cell cycle regulator E2F1, thereby counter‑
balancing the transcriptional activation of E2F1 by MYC 
and facilitating cell proliferation93. The pro‑ apoptotic 
protein BIM (also known as BCL2L11) is also down‑
regulated by miR‑92a in B lymphocytes, resulting in 
decreased apoptosis of B lymphocytes94. In colon can‑
cer, miR‑18a and miR‑19a were shown to repress the 
anti‑angiogenic factors thrombospondin 1 (TSP1) and 
connective tissue growth factor (CTGF)95. Together, these 
results suggest that the miR‑17~92 cluster has several dif‑
ferent roles in tumour progression and might therefore 
be an attractive target for miRNA therapeutics. However, 
loss of the miR‑17~92 cluster has been associated with 
the rare genetic disease Feingold syndrome (presenting 
with microcephaly, limb structure variations and mental 
retardation) and with adult‑onset deafness96,97. Moreover, 
germline deletion of Mir17hg in mouse models resulted 
in significant increases in microcephaly, short stature and 
abnormalities in limb development96.

miR‑10b. miR‑10b is significantly upregulated in meta‑
static breast cancer cells compared with non‑metastatic 
or normal breast epithelial cells98. Other cancer types such 

as glioblastoma and melanoma also exhibit upregulated 
miR‑10b99,100. TWIST1, a transcription factor involved in 
increased EMT phenotype of cancer cells, can bind to the 
mir‑10b promoter, increasing its expression in breast can‑
cer cells98. HOXD10, a member of the homeobox DNA‑
binding‑domain‑containing transcription factors, is 
downregulated by miR‑10b, resulting in a pro‑metastatic  
phenotype of breast101 and ovarian102 cancers.

miR‑221. miR‑221 is one of the most significantly upreg‑
ulated mi RNAs in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), 
with mRNA targets including key tumour suppressors 
such as p27KIP1 (also known as CDKN1B), PTEN and 
tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases 3 (TIMP3)103,104. 
Conclusive evidence for a causative role of miR‑221 in 
HCC came from a study using a mouse model of HCC, 
whereby mir‑221 overexpression resulted in increased 
numbers of tumorigenic murine hepatic progenitor 
cells105. This study identified an additional miR‑221 
target, DNA damage‑inducible transcript 4 (DDIT4), 
a signalling molecule that is part of the mechanistic 
target of rapamycin (mTOR) complex.

Therapeutic modulation of mi RNAs in cancer
The ability to modulate miRNA expression and activity 
in vivo through miRNA mimics or antimiRs provides 
an opportunity for the development of innovative 
therapeutic approaches to cancer. Here, we discuss 
strategies that are currently in preclinical develop‑
ment to replenish tumour suppressive mi RNAs (using 
miRNA mimics) or to suppress oncomiRs (using 
antimiRs). Issues in the design of miRNA mimics and 
antimiRs are discussed in BOX 1, and delivery vehicles 
for these therapeutics are discussed in BOX 2.

Replenishing tumour suppressive mi RNAs
Various strategies have been investigated to replen‑
ish mi RNAs with tumour suppressive function by  
using miRNA mimics. Such mimics are synthetically 
derived oligonucleotide duplexes that mimic the func‑
tion of a naturally occurring miRNA counterpart. Such 
miRNA mimics can be modified chemically to have 
higher stability or to enable the targeted delivery to 
tumours. These therapeutics can be delivered either sys‑
temically or through local injection, and several different 
delivery vehicles have been investigated (BOX 2).

miR‑34. miR‑34 mimics, encapsulated in lipid nano‑
particles, are the most advanced miRNA therapeutics 
for cancer and are currently being tested in a phase I 
clinical trial (NCT01829971) in several solid and hae‑
matological malignancies. Several preclinical studies 
using miR‑34 mimics have demonstrated their poten‑
tial as anticancer therapeutics. For example, lipid 
nanoparticle‑encapsulated miR‑34 mimics showed 
promising activity in mouse models of liver106, pros‑
tate37 and lung107 cancer. In models of NSCLC, a liposo‑
mal formulation of miR‑34 mimics was delivered either 
locally to xenografted lung tumours or administered 
systemically to mice with orthotopic lung tumours. In 
both cases, significant inhibition of tumour growth was 
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observed, and tumours expressed lower levels of proteins 
that are regulated by miR‑34, such as MET and BCL‑2. 
Moreover, there was no evidence of adverse effects 
caused by carrier‑mediated immune stimulation.

In an orthotopic model of pancreatic cancer using 
MiaPaca‑2 cells, systemic delivery of miR‑34 in liposomal 
carriers resulted in decreased tumour growth, increased 
tumour cell apoptosis and decreased CD44+ cell counts, 
indicating a decrease in metastatic cells108. Neutral lipid 
emulsion‑based delivery (BOX 1) of miR‑34 in a prostate 
cancer mouse model achieved only a modest reduction in 
tumour growth. However, a significant increase in survival 
times was observed owing to a reduction in metastatic  
spread to the lung and other tissues37.

In the (KrasLSL−G12D/+;Trp53LSL−R172H/+) model of NSCLC, 
which is highly resistant to anticancer therapies, viral 
vector‑based strategies to deliver inducible miR‑34 also 
showed promise109. Upon induction of miR‑34 tran‑
scription in tumours, a decrease in the levels of the miR‑ 
34‑regulated anti‑apoptotic protein BCL 2 was observed, 
and the animals experienced a significant reduction in 
tumour burden.

A subsequent study showed that treatment with an 
miR‑34 mimic (MRX34) encapsulated in lipid nano‑
particles that are already approved for human trials 

in the aggressive Kras;Trp53 NSCLC mouse model 
led to significant tumour reduction106. Moreover, in 
this model, a combination approach that enabled 
co‑delivery of let‑7 and miR‑34 using the same lipid 
nanoparticle carrier achieved a significant reduction 
in tumour nodules and extended survival benefit110. 
In addition, combination treatment with the EGFR 
inhibitor erlotinib and miR‑34 and let‑7 showed syn‑
ergistic effects in inhibiting the growth of NSCLC cell 
lines in vitro110.

miR‑200. Another miRNA that has been targeted in 
preclinical studies is miR‑200. In an orthotopic mouse 
model of lung cancer, systemic treatment of tumours 
with miR‑200c mimics in DOPC (1,2 dioleoyl‑sn  
glycero‑3 phosphatidylcholine) liposomal carriers 
resulted in increased radiosensitivity and significantly 
longer survival compared with controls111. The authors 
demonstrated that in addition to the transcriptional 
inhibitor ZEB1, miR‑200c targets the genes encoding 
oxidative stress response proteins such as peroxiredoxin 2  
(PRDX2), NF‑E2‑related factor 2 (NRF2; also known 
as NFE2L2) and sestrin 1 (SESN1). This effect leads 
to the generation of increased levels of reactive oxygen 
species (ROS), resulting in cancer cell apoptosis. In a 

Table 2 | Selected list of miRNA therapeutics in clinical trials

Name  
(company)

Therapeutic agent Delivery system Target diseases Trial details ClinicalTrials.
gov identifier

miRNA-based therapeutics

Mirvirasen  
(Santaris Pharma A/S 
and Hoffmann-La Roche)

AntimiR-122 LNA-modified 
antisense inhibitor

Hepatitis C (chronic 
infections included)

Single-centre 
phase I, completed

NCT01646489

Multicentre phase II, 
completed

NCT01200420

Multicentre phase II, 
ongoing

NCT01872936

Single-centre 
phase II, ongoing

NCT02031133

Single-centre 
phase II, ongoing

NCT02508090

RG-101  
(Regulus Therapeutics)

AntimiR-122 GalNAc-conjugated 
antimiR

Chronic hepatitis C Phase I, completed –

Multiple phase II, 
ongoing

–

RG-125/ AZD4076 
(Regulus Therapeutics)

AntimiR-103/107 GalNAc-conjugated 
antimiR

Patients with type 2 diabetes 
and non-alcoholic fatty liver 
diseases

Single-centre 
phase I, ongoing

NCT02612662

Single-centre 
phase I/IIa, ongoing

NCT02826525

MRG-106  
(miRagen Therapeutics)

AntimiR-155 LNA-modified 
antisense inhibitor

Cutaneous T cell lymphoma 
and mycosis fungoides

Multicentre phase I, 
ongoing

NCT02580552

MRG-201  
(miRagen Therapeutics)

miR-29 mimic Cholesterol-
conjugated miRNA 
duplex

Scleroderma Single-centre 
phase I, ongoing

NCT02603224

MesomiR-1      
(EnGeneIC)

miR-16 mimic EnGeneIC delivery 
vehicle

Mesothelioma, non-small cell 
lung cancer 

Multi-centre Phase I, 
ongoing

NCT02369198

MRX34  
(Mirna Therapeutics)

miR-34 mimic LNPs (Smarticles) Multiple solid tumours Multicentre phase I, 
terminated

NCT01829971

DOPC, 1,2 dioleoyl-sn glycero-3 phosphatidylcholine; eIF, eukaryotic initiation factor; GalNAc, N-acetyl-D-galactosamine; HBV, hepatitis B virus; LNA, locked 
nucleic acid; LNPs, lipid nanoparticles; miRNA, microRNA; PEI, polyethylenimine; RSV, respiratory syncytial virus.
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parallel study, it was demonstrated that miR‑200c tar‑
gets interleukins, and delivery of mimics of miR‑200 
family members using DOPC lipid nanoparticles in 
orthotopic mouse models of ovarian (miR‑200a/b), 
basal‑like breast (miR‑141) and lung (miR‑200a/b) can‑
cers resulted in decreased tumour nodules and distant 
metastasis61.

miR‑26a. In a large panel of RNA samples from patients 
with HCC (n = 455), levels of miR‑26a were significantly 
reduced compared with normal tissues112. Furthermore, 
low levels of miR‑26a correlated with poor patient sur‑
vival113. In a murine model of HCC, adeno‑associated 
virus‑mediated expression of mir‑26a resulted in signifi‑
cant tumour regression, which was attributed to the direct 
targeting of mRNAs encoding the cell cycle controllers 
cyclin D2 and cyclin E2 (REF. 112).

miR‑506 and miR‑520. In two separate studies, the 
delivery of DOPC liposomes containing miR‑506 mim‑
ics (miR‑506 is a regulator of EMT phenotype and the 
DNA damage response)64 or mimics of miR‑520 (which 
targets the oncogenes EPHA2 and EPHB2)68 in ovarian 
cancer orthotopic mouse models resulted in significant 
tumour regression and in decreased expression of the 
respective mRNA targets in vivo.

miR‑15/16. Ectopic expression of the miR‑15/16 cluster 
using viral vectors in the MEG01 subcutaneous model of 
leukaemia resulted in a significant reduction in tumour 
volume and growth114. Moreover, delivery of miR‑16 
using an EGFR‑targeted EnGeneIC Delivery Vehicle 
(EDV) nanocell delivery system (TargomiRs; see BOX 1) 
in malignant pleural mesothelioma and NSCLC xeno‑
graft mouse models resulted in tumour‑targeted delivery 
and significant tumour reduction115.

Suppressing oncomiRs
Several preclinical studies have investigated anticancer 
strategies based on the suppression of oncomiRs by using 
antimiRs based on antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs), 
locked nucleic acids (LNAs) or antagomiRs (BOX 1).

miR‑10b. An early study of the therapeutic potential 
of antimiRs demonstrated the successful inhibition of 
miR‑10b using ASOs in an orthotopic model of breast 
cancer101. This antimiR resulted in decreased metastasis 
due to rescue of the expression of the anti‑metastatic 
gene HOXD10. However, the authors observed no reduc‑
tion in primary tumour growth, suggesting the need 
for initial tumour reduction surgery or chemotherapy 
combinations. It will be interesting to determine whether 
such miR‑10b inhibitors affect long‑term survival.

Interestingly, in an orthotopic glioblastoma mouse 
model, delivery of an antagomiR (BOX  1) against 
miR‑10b using in vivo‑jetPEI, a commercially available 
PEI delivery system, resulted in a significant reduction 
in tumour growth116. This result needs further evalua‑
tion considering that HOXD10 is not thought to play a 
part in the growth of the primary tumour, and suggests 
a role of miR‑10b beyond downregulating HOXD10.

A recent study combined LNAs against miR‑10b 
with doxorubicin in mouse models of breast cancer117. 
Delivery of miR‑10b LNAs encapsulated in a thio‑ 
magnetic nanocarrier enabled imaging of the nano‑
particles using near‑infrared imaging. A combination of a  
low dose of doxorubicin with miR‑10 ASOs achieved  
a significantly greater decrease in tumour burden com‑
pared with doxorubicin monotherapy. Furthermore, 
no evidence of damage to normal tissue was observed, 
suggesting that there was no toxicity associated with the 
delivery of this LNA nanoparticle.

miR‑221. miR‑221 is one of the most significantly upreg‑
ulated mi RNAs in HCC, in which miR‑221 downreg‑
ulates key tumour suppressors such as p27KIP1, PTEN 
and TIMP3 (REFS 103,104). A cholesterol‑modified form 
of antimiR‑221, delivered intravenously to HCC xen‑
ografts, showed significant activity in downregulating 
miR‑221 and increasing the levels of its mRNA targets118. 
Mice treated with antimiR‑221 experienced tumour 
shrinkage and survived significantly longer than control 
mice. However, the lack of rigorous toxicity data cur‑
rently limits the use of this cholesterol‑modified antimiR 
for further development.

miR‑155. Using a mouse model of miR‑155‑induced 
lymphoma, in which mir‑155 expression is under the 
control of doxycycline (mir‑155LSLtTA), it was demon‑
strated that doxycycline withdrawal resulted in the 
shutdown of mir‑155 expression and subsequent tumour 
shrinkage beyond detection limits85. In the same mouse 
model, delivery of antimiR‑155, packaged in poly(lactic‑ 
co‑glycolic acid) nanoparticles (BOX 1), resulted in a 
decreased tumour burden, indicating that inhibition of 
miR‑155 might have therapeutic potential85. Recently, 
a pH‑sensitive antimiR‑155 conjugate called pHLIP–
antimiR‑155 was tested in this model119. pHLIP (pH low 
insertion peptide) is a small peptide that forms a trans‑
membrane α‑helix under acidic conditions120. Because 
the tumour microenvironment is acidic, a conjugate of 
pHLIP and antimiR‑155 facilitated the specific deliv‑
ery of antimiR to cancer cells (FIG. 2). Mice treated with 
pHLIP–antimiR‑155 exhibited a significant reduction 
in tumour burden, resulting in prolonged survival. No 
significant toxicity was observed, suggesting that the 
clinical translation of this approach may be feasible119.

miR‑630. miR‑630 is an oncomiR that is upregulated in 
response to hypoxia in the tumour environment. Using 
an antimiR against miR‑630 and the DOPC delivery 
platform in an orthotopic model of ovarian cancer, a 
significant reduction in tumour growth and metastasis 
was observed33.

mi RNAs in diseases other than cancer
As mi RNAs are important for various cellular homeo‑
stasis functions, their role extends to a number of dis‑
ease manifestations beyond cancer. In vivo delivery 
of miRNA mimics or inhibitors has been successfully 
achieved in mouse models of hepatitis, cardiac diseases 
and diabetes‑associated kidney fibrosis (TABLES 1,2).
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miR‑122 and hepatitis C infection
In contrast to the widely accepted mechanism of mRNA 
silencing due to miRNA binding, miR‑122 upregulates the 
replication of the hepatitis C virus (HCV) RNA genome121. 
Complementary sites to miR‑122 in the 3ʹ and 5ʹ end of 
the non‑coding region (NCR) of the HCV viral RNA were 
reported to have a key role in promoting viral RNA sta‑
bility121. Using deletion and mutation studies, the authors 
demonstrated the importance of miR‑122 binding at the 
5ʹ end of the NCR for the accumulation of the virus, lead‑
ing to an increased infection rate. Recently, it was shown 
that miR‑122 binding acts as a cap for the 5ʹ end of the 
NCR, resulting in protection of viral RNA from the deg‑
radation pathway involving the Xrn1 exoribonuclease122.

In addition to increasing the stability of the HCV 
RNA, miR‑122 binding to the viral RNA results in a 
‘sponge effect’, in which free extracellular or intracellu‑
lar miR‑122 is sequestered at the infection site, leading 
to a decreased overall abundance of miR‑122 (REF. 123). 
This reduction in miR‑122 level affects liver homeostasis, 
which can lead to liver damage and increases the risk of 
developing HCC123. Inhibition of miR‑122 using LNAs 

resulted in a significant reduction in infection load and 
reduced liver damage in mouse models of HCV infec‑
tion124,125. Moreover, the authors identified that miR‑122 
has several target mRNAs that encode proteins involved 
in the development of HCC; such proteins include pro‑
lyl 4‑hydroxylase subunit α1 (P4HA1), pyruvate kinase 
PKM and mannan‑binding lectin serine protease 1 
(MASP1). Considering the high viral titre during HCV 
infection, inhibition of miR‑122 may serve as an attrac‑
tive target for improved therapeutic management of 
the infection; however, a careful assessment needs to be 
performed regarding the effect of inhibiting miR‑122 in 
host cells such as hepatocytes, because mir‑122‑knockout 
mice develop liver cancer126,127.

The first report of using miR‑122‑targeted LNAs to 
treat HCV infection demonstrated reduced viral titres 
in mice124 and in non‑human primates125. Subsequently, 
LNAs against miR‑122 achieved a significant reduction 
in viral titres in clinical trials of HCV‑infected patients 
(TABLE 2). In preclinical studies, a 15‑nucleotide phospho‑
rothioate DNA–LNA mixmer called SPC3649 (currently 
in clinic trials as miravirsen by Santaris Pharma‑Denmark, 

Box 3 | miRNA alterations in the tumour microenvironment

Cells in the tumour microenvironment, such as endothelial cells, fibroblasts and immune cells, interact with the cancer 
cells by secreting factors that modulate tumour microenvironment physiology, including hypoxia, pH and inflammation10. 
MicroRNAs (mi RNAs) regulate these interactions by targeting several genes involved in these interactions (such as the 
genes encoding nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) and SHIP1, which are involved in inflammatory responses) and act as 
pro-tumoural signals. Targeting these mi RNAs for therapy needs to be approached carefully because the role of such 
mi RNAs can be highly context dependent. For example, it was long thought that the miR143/145 cluster is a tumour 
suppressor in cancer cells; however, a recent study showed miR-143/145 can induce neoangiogenesis in the  
tumour microenvironment, leading to increased tumour growth185. The role of mi RNAs in the tumour microenvironment 
has been discussed in several reviews10,186,187. Here, we highlight selected prominent examples of mi RNAs that are 
involved in the tumour microenvironment.

mi RNAs and cancer-associated fibroblasts 
Cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) provide a stromal framework for the cancer cells to adhere and grow during initial 
malignancy and metastasis processes. One of the important mi RNAs known to play a part in transforming normal 
fibroblasts to CAFs is miR-320 (REF. 188). Downregulation of miR-320 in normal fibroblasts results in an increase in the 
mRNA target ETS2, a cancer-specific transcription factor, resulting in increased oncogenic secretome-containing 
proteinases such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). Although not tested, the replacement of miR-320 in fibroblasts 
could have a beneficial anti-metastatic role.

mi RNAs and inflammation 
Inflammation in the tumour microenvironment generally has a pro-tumorigenic role by altering fibroblasts phenotype, 
resulting in enhanced angiogenesis (by CAF-secreted angiokines such as C-X-C motif ligand (CXCL) chemokines) and 
invasion of cancer cells (by CAF-secreted proteinases such as MMPs). mi RNAs can significantly increase the expression 
of inflammation-related proteins such as NF-κB, resulting in pro-tumoural changes in the microenvironment. 
LIN28–let-7‑mediated derepression of the cytokine interleukin-6 cascade results in activation of NF-κB in cancer cells, 
which results in a further increase in inflammatory signals51. Disruption of this positive feedback loop in the tumour 
microenvironment via the delivery of let-7 mimics can lead to a drastic effect. let‑7 expression in cancer cells reduces 
proliferation and enhances apoptosis, and when expressed in cells in the tumour microenvironment, it can reduce 
inflammation, leading to a less conducive environment for the tumour growth51.

miR-155 is key oncogenic miRNA because it acts in cancer cells and in tumour microenvironment-associated cells. 
miR-155 targets SHIP1, a protein involved in the modulation of immune responses81. WEE1, a checkpoint kinase 
involved in the DNA damage response, cell cycle progression during inflammation and cancer development, is 
downregulated by increased miR-155 levels in cancer cells84. Studies have shown that increased mir‑155 expression  
in normal fibroblasts resulted in conversion of normal fibroblasts into CAFs189. Moreover, in preclinical models, 
treatment with pH-induced transmembrane localization peptide conjugated antimiR-155 resulted in significant 
tumour reduction85,119.

In summary, before targeting mi RNAs that are known to have a pro-tumoural function in cancer cells, one needs to first 
carefully assess their role in cells of the tumour microenvironment. Testing the effect of such mi RNAs in a comprehensive 
manner will provide information regarding the context-dependent functions of mi RNAs, and will facilitate the 
identification of suitable targets for cancer therapy.
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now a subsidiary of Roche) achieved significantly higher 
binding affinity to RNA targets and better cellular uptake 
compared with other cholesterol‑based128 antimiR con‑
jugates124. In addition, the authors showed a significant 
reduction (>300‑fold) in virus titres, and no sign of a 
rebound in viral titres was observed after discontinua‑
tion of treatments. Currently, there are two companies 
(Roche/Santaris and Regulus Therapeutics) engaged 
in clinical trials using antimiR‑122 LNAs as a therapy 
against HCV infections.

Cardiovascular disease
Cardiovascular diseases have a high mortality rate. 
Several mi RNAs have key roles in different aspects of the 
progression of cardiovascular diseases such as cardiac 
hypertrophy and fibrosis and myocardial infarction11,21. 
For example, miR‑21 is significantly upregulated during 
fibrosis of myocytes and causes cardiac hypertrophy, a 
condition resulting from the gradual loss of myocytes 
and systemic hypertension21,129. SPRY1, a ERK–MAPK 
pathway molecule, is a direct target of miR‑21, and its 
expression was rescued upon antimiR‑21 treatment in a 
mouse model130.

In the failing myocardium, a significant increase in 
mir‑21 expression occurs compared with normal myo‑
cardium130. Knockdown of SPRY1 in cardiac fibroblasts 
correlated with a significant increase in fibrosis and 
apoptosis, similar to what is observed following treat‑
ment with miR‑21 mimics, indicating a causal role of 
miR‑21‑mediated SPRY1 downregulation in the failing 
myocardium130. As mentioned above, other important 
targets of miR‑21 include PTEN and PDCD4, which are 
involved in cell survival and the inflammatory response76.

During kidney injury, miR‑21 causes deleterious 
effects by altering metabolic pathways, which leads to 
increased fibrosis131. miR‑21 directly targets the expres‑
sion of peroxisome proliferator‑activated receptor‑α 
(PPARα) during kidney injury, resulting in defective ROS 
inhibition. PPARα regulates ROS signalling in a negative 
feedback loop, whereby a disruption of this loop by direct 
targeting of PPARα by miR‑21 results in an accumulation 
of ROS, leading to renal cell apoptosis. Delivery of an 
antimiR‑21 construct with phosphorothioate backbone 
modifications to a mouse model of kidney injury resulted 
in reduced ROS accumulation in the kidney and reduced 
damage to epithelial cells131.

Another miRNA family that is involved in heart dis‑
ease is the miR‑143/145 cluster, which is abundantly 
expressed in vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs)132,133. 
miR‑143/145 targets several mRNAs that encode proteins 
involved in the proliferation and differentiation of VSMCs. 
Such proteins include ETS1, Krueppel‑like factor 4 (KLF4) 
and KLF5, actin‑remodelling proteins such as slingshot 2 
(SSH2), SLIT‑ROBO Rho GTPase‑activating protein 1 
(SRGAP1) and SRGAP2, and the contractility mediator 
ACE134,135. Downregulation of the miR‑143/145 family 
in mouse models results in hypertension and cardiac  
failure132–135. 

miR‑1, an abundant miRNA in normal heart muscle 
cells, is decreased in cardiac hypertrophy and fibrosis. 
miR‑1 controls calcium signalling in heart muscles by 

targeting the genes encoding the calcium‑binding pro‑
tein calmodulin and the transcription factor myocyte 
enhancer factor 2 (MEF2A)136. An important direct target 
of miR‑1 is the growth factor insulin‑like growth factor 1 
(IGF1), which is involved in the proliferation and survival 
of the majority of cells in the body. Loss of miR‑1 leads 
to an upregulation of IGF1 secretion, which causes in 
increased heart mass and wall thickness and subsequent 
decreased heart function137.

miR‑208 is a cardiac‑specific miRNA that is tran‑
scribed from the gene that also encodes α‑myosin heavy 
chain (αMHC). miR‑208 has a negative role during 
cardiac stress through the direct targeting of thyroid 
hormone receptor‑associated protein 1 (THRAP1; 
also known as MED13), a component of the mediator 
complex138, which controls cardiac energy homeostasis 
by regulating thyroid hormone receptors. In the Dahl 
hypertensive rat model, delivery of antimiR‑208 LNAs 
resulted in significant improvement in cardiac function 
by reversing myosin switching (a process observed in 
cardiac hypertrophy involving the change of αMHC to 
βMHC) during cardiac failure139.

In a mouse model of bleomycin‑induced pulmonary 
fibrosis, delivery of an antagomiR against miR‑29 resulted 
in a significant reversal of fibrosis140. miR‑29 accumulated 
in lung tissues, with a concomitant downregulation of the 
miR‑29 targets collagen α1(I) chain (COL1A1) and col‑
lagen α1(III) chain (COL3A1), both of which are matrix 
proteins and their expression is often increased during 
fibrosis. Given the role of miR‑29 in systemic fibrosis, 
delivery of miR‑29 mimics may provide a therapeutic 
approach for treating fibrosis.

Atherosclerosis
Atherosclerosis, a disease caused by the build‑up of fatty 
plaques in the inner wall of blood vessels, results in sig‑
nificant risk of stroke and death. During disease manifes‑
tation, a significant reduction in the expression of genes 
that are involved in cellular cholesterol export (ATP‑
binding cassette subfamily A member 1 (ABCA1)), fatty 
acid oxidation (carnitine O‑octanoyltransferase (CROT) 
and carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1A (CPT1A)), insu‑
lin signalling and glucose production (5ʹ‑AMP‑activated 
protein kinase (AMPK), phosphoenolpyruvate carboxy‑
kinase 1 (PCK1) and glucose‑6‑phosphatase catalytic 
subunit (G6PC)) is observed. The expression of these 
genes is downregulated by miR‑33 (REFS 141,142). In 
non‑human primates fed a high‑fat diet, treatment with 
antimiR‑33 resulted in increased levels of transcrip‑
tion of miR‑33 mRNA targets (mainly the cholesterol 
transporter ABCA1 and those involved in fatty acid oxi‑
dation, such as CROT and HADHB)143. This study uti‑
lized a 2ʹ‑fluoro, 2′‑O‑methoxyethyl phosphorothioate 
backbone‑modified antimiR‑33 (Regulus Therapeutics) 
and reported no adverse effects143. However, it should 
be taken into consideration that these effects are based 
on 10 weeks of treatment with antimiR‑33. A recent 
study based on longer‑term treatment (20  weeks) 
with antimiR‑33 in mice showed circulating triglyc‑
eride levels and lipid accumulation in the liver, lead‑
ing to hepatic steatosis144. This effect was attributed to 
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miR‑33 directly targeting fatty acid synthesis‑related 
genes such as nuclear transcription factor Y subunit 
gamma (NFYC; which leads to SREBP transcriptional 
activation), acetyl‑CoA carboxylase (ACC) and FAS in 
the liver. This observation provides an example of the 
type of safety issues that need to be considered before 
moving any miRNA‑targeted approaches into the clinic. 
As mi RNAs target multiple mRNAs, it is crucial to mon‑
itor long‑term effects in preclinical studies. However, 
one must note that there are two isoforms (miR‑33a 
and miR‑33b) in humans and monkeys compared with 
a single isoform in mice. The differences that were 
observed between the mouse and monkey studies might 
be attributed to the variations in the levels of the dif‑
ferent isoforms, wherein each isoform targets a slightly 
different set of mRNAs.

Diabetes
Several mi RNAs are involved in the development of 
diabetic complications by targeting key genes involved 
in inflammation, cholesterol metabolism and glu‑
cose metabolism. A major manifestation of diabetes is 
decreased insulin production due to pancreatic β‑cell 
dysfunction and reduced insulin action in periph‑
eral tissues. miR‑200a targets the genes encoding the 
caspase inhibitor X‑linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein 
(XIAP) and β‑cell chaperone p58IPK. miR‑200a‑mediated 
downregulation of these proteins leads to the apopto‑
sis of β‑cells and thereby to decreased insulin produc‑
tion145. Downregulation of miR‑200 during retinopathy 
manifestations, a complication most commonly seen 
in patients with diabetes, results in increased neovas‑
cularization owing to the increased production of pro‑ 
angiogenic VEGF proteins. Loss of miR‑200b has been 
attributed to these phenotypes due to derepression of 
VEGF expression146. Use of miR‑200 mimics in this set‑
ting provides an attractive therapeutic strategy for the 
clinical management of this disease.

miR‑192 targets E‑cadherin, a key regulator of epi‑
thelial cell morphology. Downregulation of E‑cadherin 
leads to fibrosis of tubular cells, thereby causing diabetic 
nephropathy147. In the apolipoprotein E mouse model 
of diabetes, a decrease in miR‑192 and an increase in 
transcription factor Zeb2 expression was observed  
in the kidneys. Using ectopic expression of mir‑192, the 
authors demonstrated that decreased expression of ZEB2 
can result in increased E‑cadherin expression owing to 
the loss of ZEB2‑mediated transcriptional repression147. 
These findings indicate that miR‑192 mimics might 
potentially be of use as therapeutics, and preclinical 
studies are pending.

Three members of the miR‑29 family, miR‑29a, 
miR‑29b1 and miR‑29b2, are also closely associated with 
the development of diabetes. An increase in these three 
mi RNAs was observed in the liver, kidney, pancreatic 
β‑cells and in adipose tissues in patients with diabetes148. 
The anti‑apoptotic protein MCL1 is one of the crucial 
targets of miR‑29 family members, and increased levels 
of miR‑29a, miR‑29b and miR‑29c in these tissues results 
in cellular apoptosis, thereby promoting inflammation 
and tissue damage149.

Scleroderma
In patients with systemic sclerosis (scleroderma), a chronic 
connective tissue disease involving fibrosis, miR‑29 is 
significantly decreased in fibroblasts, resulting in fibro‑
sis due to increased expression of the collagens COL1A1 
and COL3A1, which are normally downregulated  
by miR‑29 (REF. 150).

Clinical studies involving mi RNAs
In the short time since the discovery of mi RNAs, thera‑
peutic approaches to manipulate them have progressed 
from bench to bedside, with some successful phase I  
trials and ongoing phase II trials.

One of the first miRNA‑based molecules to enter clini‑
cal development was the LNA miravirsen, a 15‑nucleotide  
antisense RNA oligo with complementarity to the 5ʹ end 
of miR‑122, for the treatment of HCV. This treatment 
takes advantage of the natural accumulation of system‑
ically delivered miRNA in the liver. Based on preclini‑
cal studies in rodents and in non‑human primates that 
showed efficacious delivery to the liver, reduced chol‑
esterol accumulation (suggesting improved liver func‑
tion) and reduced titres of HCV, a phase I clinical trial 
was initiated in 2009 (REFS 22,124,125). Consistent with 
non‑human primate study results, no adverse reactions 
were observed, encouraging the launch of a phase IIa 
trial151. In the first phase IIa trial, a total of 36 patients 
were enrolled into 4 groups (9 patients per group), 
receiving a dose of 3 mg, 5 mg or 7 mg per kg miravirsen 
or placebo once per week for 5 weeks. Patients in this 
study experienced a significant dose‑dependent reduc‑
tion in HCV load151. Viral rebound was observed in a 
small set of patients receiving miravirsen (in 1 patient 
receiving 3 mg per kg, 5 patients receiving 5 mg per kg, 
and 3 patients receiving 7 mg per kg), and no miRNA 
target site mutations were observed. Interestingly, 
out of 112 adverse events reported, the majority were 
grade one (such as headache) and only 1 patient had a 
grade 3 adverse event (thrombocytopaenia). During an 
18‑week follow‑up period, 5 patients in the miravirsen 
and 2 patients in the placebo groups, respectively, had 
grade 1 adverse events (such as headache) with clini‑
cally manageable severity, suggesting that the treatment 
is safe. Furthermore, decreased serum cholesterol was 
observed, which could be a biomarker for treatment effi‑
cacy151. The success of these phase I and II trials has led 
to the advancement of this drug into additional phase II 
studies with long‑term follow‑ups, more patients and 
multidrug combinations (TABLE 2).

A recent report showed mutations near the end of 
5ʹ UTR of HCV viral RNA in both in vitro samples 
treated with increasing dose of miravirsen and in clin‑
ical samples from the patients receiving miravirsen152. 
In the samples from in vitro experiments, the observed 
mutation was A4C (after 148 days of culture, with 80 μM 
miravirsen). Interestingly, in clinical samples, upon 
sequencing the 5ʹ end UTR, the mutation observed was 
C3A (5 out of 6 patients, during 18 weeks of follow‑up). 
Even though these mutations occurred in miravirsen‑ 
treated cells or patients with viral rebound, it is not clear 
whether these mutations can cause resistance to therapy. 
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This phenomenon will require a deeper analysis of mira‑
virsen binding sites and a cause versus correlation analysis  
using suitable in vitro and in vivo techniques.

RG‑101 (Regulus Therapeutics), a N‑acetyl‑D‑
galactosamine (GalNAc)‑conjugated antimiR against 
miR‑122, has also undergone phase I trials in HCV‑
infected patients. A dose of 2–4 mg per kg was effective 
as a single dose, achieving a significant reduction in viral 
load (see Regulus Therapeutics, press release dated 9 
February 2015). Data on viral rebound during long‑term 
monitoring of the patients showed HCV levels below 
quantification range. A phase II trial that combines 
RG‑101 with direct‑acting antivirals such as Harvoni (a 
combination of ledipasvir and sofosbuvir) for prolonged 
effects of therapy is currently in progress (TABLE 2). Interim 
data show a 100% response rate with the combination of 
miR‑122 and Harvoni, and showed no relapse at 24 weeks 
(see Regulus Therapeutics, press release dated 7 June 
2016). However, the trial was put on hold by the US FDA 
after a second case of jaundice was reported (see Regulus 
Therapeutics, press release dated 1st Nov 2016).

With regard to the development of cancer therapeu‑
tics based on miRNA mimics, the most advanced com‑
pound is MRX34, a miR‑34 mimic (Mirna Therapeutics) 
encapsulated in a lipid carrier called NOV40 (REF. 19). 
NOV40 particles have the advantage of becoming pos‑
itively charged under low pH conditions such as in the 
tumour microenvironment, which allows them to adhere 
to tumour cells111. In mice treated with MRX34 nanoparti‑
cles, an accumulation of miR‑34 in tumours was observed, 
as well as significant tumour regression19,44,47,110. MRX34 
entered a multicentre phase I trial in 2013 in patients with 
primary liver cancer, small cell lung cancer, lymphoma, 
melanoma, multiple myeloma or renal cell carcinoma. The 
trial included a dose‑escalation study with a two times per 
week or five times per day schedule, with MRX34 being 
administered via intravenous infusion. As of June 2016 
(REF. 153), a total of 99 patients with HCC, NSCLC or 
pancreatic cancer had been enrolled in the study154. At 
the end of the trial, 3 patients (1 with HCC, 1 with renal 
cell carcinoma and 1 with acral melanoma) achieved 
prolonged confirmed partial responses as per RECIST 
(response evaluation criteria in solid tumours) and 14 
patients had stable disease (median duration 136 days; 
range 79–386 days). Analysis of white blood cell samples 
showed significant reduction in the miR‑34 target mRNAs 
such as forkhead box P1 (FOXP1) and BCL2. However, 
owing to immune‑related adverse events involving patient 
deaths, the trial was terminated (see Mirna Therapeutics 
Halts Phase 1 Clinical Study of MRX34). As the cause of 
these immune reactions is unclear, pre‑clinical trials will 
need to be re‑designed, with a special emphasis on the 
study of immune‑related toxicities.

In a collaboration between EnGeneIC and the Asbestos 
Diseases Research Institute, Sydney, Australia, miR‑16 
therapeutics using mimics have entered phase I trials in 
patients with malignant pleural mesothelioma or NSCLC. 
In a first open‑label safety and efficacy study, miR‑16 was 
delivered in an EDV nanocell with EGFR antibody sur‑
face conjugation, which facilitates targeting to the tumour 
site115,155. Preliminary data reported manageable safety in 

response to infusion of 5 billion nanocells loaded with 
1.5 μg miR‑15/16 mimics as a first dose level in the first 
five patients that had been enrolled155.

Recently, two phase I clinical trials of the miR‑29 
miRNA mimic MRG‑201 (miRagen Therapeutics) 
in patients with scleroderma and the LNA‑based 
antimiR‑155 (MRG‑106; miRagen Therapeutics) in 
patients with cutaneous T cell lymphoma, mycosis fun‑
goides subtype were initiated. Interim reports from both 
of the studies are expected in early 2017.

Non‑alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH, a non‑alcoholic  
fatty liver disease) is often diagnosed in patients with 
obesity, dyslipidaemia and glucose intolerance due to 
reduced insulin sensitivity during diabetes manifesta‑
tions. RG‑125, a GalNAc‑conjugated antimiR against 
miR‑103/107, recently entered clinical investigations 
for the treatment of NASH. mir‑103/107 expression is 
increased in the liver in obese mice (leptin‑deficient  
(ob/ob) and diet‑induced obese mice) and in the liver of 
patients with NASH156. Caveolin 1, a protein involved in 
insulin signalling and sensitivity, was shown to be the 
direct mRNA target of miR‑103/107. In preclinical stud‑
ies, delivery of an antago miR against miR‑103/107 in a 
mouse model of obesity with insulin resistance resulted 
in significantly increased insulin sensitivity156.

Challenges and future directions
Although a considerable number of preclinical studies 
involving miRNA therapeutics have been conducted over 
the years, only a small number of miRNA therapeutics 
have so far moved into clinical development. One of the 
biggest challenges in developing miRNA‑based therapeu‑
tics is to identify the best miRNA candidates or miRNA 
targets for each disease type. Other challenges include 
the design of miRNA delivery vehicles that confer higher 
stability to the therapeutic candidate and enable tissue‑ 
specific targeting, as well as avoiding potential toxicities 
and off‑target effects20,157,158.

One key obstacle in identifying the relevant tar‑
get miRNA is posed by the significant heterogeneity of 
miRNA expression. For example, in cancer, factors such 
as hypoxia and inflammation in the tumour micro‑
environment cause complex and dynamic regional 
hetero geneity, complicating the identification of candi‑
date mi RNAs6,9,10,33,34,159,160. Moreover, key miRNA bio‑
genesis enzymes such as Drosha, Dicer and AGO2 are 
downregulated by hypoxia, leading to aberrant miRNA 
expression33–35,160. Biopsy samples only probe one spe‑
cific area and do not provide insight into the dynamics of 
miRNA expression. To overcome the obstacles posed by 
the heterogeneity of miRNA expression in cancer, biopsy 
samples of various tissues (ideally multiple biopsies taken 
at different times) during disease progression would be 
needed to identify common regulatory mi RNAs, which 
can then be therapeutically manipulated.

The advent of genomics and new sequencing 
approaches have led to a huge increase in data pertain‑
ing to disease manifestations, often with the same type of 
data available from multiple tissue resources. For exam‑
ple, several hundred data repositories exist that profile 
cancer cell lines or tissue samples of cancers at various 
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stages of progression. A systematic analysis of these data 
sets to understand miRNA‑target networks might enable 
us to identify key common mi RNAs involved in disease 
processes. For example, a recent integrative analysis of 
miRNA regulatory networks identified miR‑506 as a cen‑
tral miRNA that regulates different aspects of the meta‑
static process in ovarian cancer64. Using miRNA and 
mRNA data from the public repository of cancer genomic 
and proteomic data (TCGA), the authors investigated 
miRNA and mRNA networks in ovarian cancer cells of 
the mesenchymal subtype. This ‘targetome’ bioinfor‑
matic analysis of miRNA–mRNA interactions and inverse 
expression patterns of particular mi RNAs and mRNAs 
revealed that miR‑506, miR‑101, miR‑200a, miR‑25, 
miR‑128 and miR‑182 are significantly downregulated in 
the mesenchymal subtype of ovarian cancer. They further 
showed that miR‑506 becomes undetectable during EMT, 
and that restoring miR‑506 in ovarian cancer cells results 
in a reversal of cell phenotype from the mesenchymal to 
the epithelial type; this finding was detected using in vitro 
and in vivo experiments. Interestingly, patients expressing 
high levels of mir‑506 had experienced significantly longer 
progression‑free survival, and preclinical experiments 
showed tumour regression in response to the delivery of 
miR‑506 mimics via the liposomal carrier DOPC64.

The availability of databases such as TCGA has helped 
researchers worldwide to discover novel miRNA pathways 
involved in cancer. More precise identification of the 
miRNA targetome was enabled by recent techniques such 
as miR‑CLIP seq. Using this technique, miRNA–mRNA 
associations can be identified through biochemical pull‑
down assays of specific miRNA and associated mRNA 
targets, followed by sequencing.

A recent study showed that the miR‑CLIP capture 
technique can also identify novel interactions between 
mi RNAs and long non‑coding RNAs (lncRNAs), another 
class of non‑coding RNAs that are often aberrantly 
expressed in diseases161. The authors performed a miR‑
CLIP analysis with miR‑106a and found that lncRNA 
H19 has several binding sites for miR‑106a. It was shown 
that lncRNA H19 has a sponging effect on miR‑106a, 
effectively titrating the miRNA away from its mRNA tar‑
gets and thereby upregulating the level of the respective 
mRNAs. Given the recent advances in our understanding 
of the roles of lncRNAs in cancer and other diseases, it 
will be highly interesting to learn how lncRNAs and mi R‑
NAs interact with each other in normal cell homeostasis  
and diseases.

There are currently several databases that have a reposi‑
tory of similar CLIP‑seq data involving mi RNAs. For exam‑
ple, the recently updated miRTarBase162 or starBase163 have 

incorporated these publicly available data on CLIP‑seq into 
a single platform for comprehensive analyses. Combining 
these databases, along with prediction tools such as 
TargetScan164, will help researchers to more accurately pre‑
dict mRNA targets of mi RNAs and enable a more efficient 
identification of the disease‑relevant mi RNAs and mRNAs.

Another strategy to find key regulatory mi RNAs in 
disease‑specific processes is to carry out genome‑wide 
functional screens using miRNA mimics or inhibitors. For 
example, a high‑content screen for proliferation‑related 
mi RNAs in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes using a library of 
875 miRNA mimics identified miR‑590 and miR‑199a as 
key mi RNAs involved in neonatal cardiomyocyte regenera‑
tion165. Systemic delivery of these mi RNAs using lipid carri‑
ers or adeno‑associated virus‑mediated delivery to neonatal 
rats resulted in increased numbers of cardiomyocytes and a 
reduction in fibrosis165.

Another approach that has not yet been extensively 
explored is the identification of mi RNAs that resensitize 
chemoresistant cancer cells. In vitro and in vivo studies have 
shown that mi RNAs such as let‑7, miR‑34, miR‑451 and 
miR‑200 can sensitize cancer cells to chemotherapy110,166,167, 
and mimics of these mi RNAs could be rationally combined 
with chemotherapeutic drugs.

A clear picture of the miRNA targetome, defining the 
number of oncogenes or tumour suppressors targeted by 
a particular miRNA, has yet to be drawn. The ability of 
mi RNAs to target multiple genes is attractive, as this fea‑
ture may facilitate the targeting of multiple compensatory 
pathways. However, a particular miRNA targetome might 
include both oncogenes and tumour suppressors, as well as 
a number of targets not involved in cancer, which compli‑
cates the development of selective miRNA‑directed thera‑
peutics. Moreover, mi RNAs, especially at non‑ physiological 
concentrations, can have unknown targets that could 
potentially lead to adverse effects by targeting normal cell 
homeostasis genes. Thus, it is essential to carefully and 
comprehensively investigate the mRNA ‘targetome’ of 
a particular miRNA before proceeding to therapeutics. 
Finally, the question of whether individual patients (inter‑
tumoural heterogeneity) express different sets of driver 
mi RNAs remains to be tested.

In summary, several preclinical formulations have 
shown promise with a low toxicity profile and with their 
payload delivered to the target site. In our opinion, the cur‑
rent surge in genomic and proteomic data in human biology 
will aid in the identification of key miRNA targets for drug 
development. This increased body of knowledge, coupled 
with a comprehensive preclinical analysis aided by novel 
delivery platforms, should enable miRNA therapeutics  
to become a long‑term clinical reality.
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